
Cleaning results
are important to me. 

That’s why I use
the Gala aerosol range.

aerosol cleaning accessories
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aerosol cleaning accessories

Two delightful fragrances. Only 
quality perfumes are used in Gala Air 
Fresheners.
Country Garden has a typically fresh 
floral scent that suggests a beautiful 
spring morning, while White Jasmine is a 
more exotic yet subtle fragrance.
Use of micro spray technology ensures 
the fine spray disperses throughout the 
room and remains effective for long 
periods.

Use of aerosol cuts the effort of waxing. 
Deposits a fine mist on any timber 
surface which is easily spread across 
the surface with a soft cloth. Nurtures, 
cleans and polishes timber surfaces 
thanks to addition of lemon oil. Very 
economical through excellent coverage.

Effectively cleans high traffic or heavily 
soiled areas. Restores the appearance of 
wool, acrylic, nylon and other synthetics. 
Safely cleans, deodorizes repels stains. 
Dries in minutes then vacuum away. Can 
also be used on many upholstery fabrics.

Air Freshener

Country Garden
APAF04AP

Furniture Polish
with Lemon Oil

APAT03FP
Foaming Carpet

Cleaner
APHT02CG

White Jasmine
APAF11AJ

Furniture Polish

Foaming Carpet
Cleaner
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aerosol cleaning accessories

Use on steel fridges, ovens, cook-tops, range 
hoods, dishwashers, sinks, work benches. 
Wonderful on chrome steel and aluminium 
as well as all stainless steel. Leaves metal 
surfaces streak-free. Cuts fingerprints and 
oily smudges. Very economical. Only a 
light spray is sufficient to cover a wide area. 
Polishes as it cleans.

Makes removal of chewing gum from most 
surfaces a simple process by hardening the gum 
and making it brittle. Once brittle the gum loses 
its elasticity and can be chipped off the surface. 
Dries quickly. Leaves little or no residue or stain. 
Works well on soft surfaces such as matting and 
carpets as well as on hard surfaces.

Spray on, wipe off. Removes finger marks 
and oily dirt with ease. Excellent on all 
glass – windows, cupboard fronts, mirrors, 
glass shelves. Also suitable on stainless 
steel, chrome, laminates, glazed tiles, 
porcelain, bench tops. Should not be used 
on tinted windows, painted, lacquered or 
varnished surfaces.

Stainless Steel
Cleaner & Polish

APHT05SS

Glass Cleaner
APHT01GC

Chewing Gum
Remover
APHT04CG
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Stainless Steel
Cleaner & Polish

Chewing Gum 
Remover

Glass Cleaner



Very effective protection against flying 
insects – flies, mosquitos, wasps and 
similar insects. Quick knockdown. Also 
effective against crawling insects when 
sprayed directly. Convenient spray-
through cap.

Fly & Insect 
Spray

PTY LTD     ABN: 61 001 526 478

Sydney 9584 8644    Melbourne 9357 7567
Perth 9434 9388    Brisbane 3274 4908    Adelaide 8298 1778
Email: enquiries@pallmall.com.au    Web: www.pallmall.com.au

gala-aerosol_110411

Designed for effective protection against 
crawling insects. Pre-spray areas where 
insects may crawl such as under doors, 
around fridges, cupboards, window 
frames. Kills insects crawling over 
the sprayed areas. Effective against 
cockroaches, ants, spiders, silverfish, 
carpet beetles.

Surface
Insect SprayFly & Insect Spray

APGALAFS

Surface
Insect Spray

APGALASS
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For every can sold a percentage
will be donated to the

Victor Chang Cardiac Research Institute.


